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Everyday Boundaries, Borders and Post Conflict Societies
2020-10-01

this book provides an in depth analysis of border and boundary enactments in post war and deeply divided societies by exploring everyday places in post conflict societies it critically examines official
narratives of how ethno national divisions arise and are sustained it challenges traditional accounts regarding the role that international intervention has in producing and or weakening boundaries in
such societies while questioning clear cut distinctions between the local and the international

Crossing Boundaries in Public Policy and Management
2018-12-07

this book aims to develop four key challenges that remain unresolved in the boundary spanning literature which span from the conceptual to the practice to the translational in doing so it tackles the
question of boundary spanning from four different angles providing an in depth investigation of the current state of the field in each of these realms in addition to new directions for solving the identified
challenges finally the book synthesises the lessons from each of these challenges into a coherent and integrated final piece of the boundary dilemma in doing so it will provide depth and a clearer agenda
for future research and practice crossing boundaries in public policy and management digs into the heart of enduring questions and challenges for cross boundary working providing in depth conceptual
contributions on the fundamental challenges of boundary work it displays the latest state of knowledge on the topic and will be of interest to researchers academics practitioners and students in the fields
of public management public policy public administration public private relationships and coordination and collaboration

The Boundaries of Belonging
2016-12-09

this book addresses an issue currently making political headlines in the united states immigration immigrants have long engendered debates about the boundaries of belonging with some singing their
praises and others warning of their dangers in particular the 11 million unauthorized immigrants in the country provoke heated disagreements with issues of legality and morality at the forefront
increasingly such debates take place online by organizations in the immigrant rights and the immigration control movements who engage in symbolic work that includes blurring crossing maintaining
solidifying and shifting the boundaries of belonging based on data collected from 29 national level groups this book features a cultural sociological analysis of the online materials deployed by social
movement organizations debating immigration in the united states

Crust-Mantle and Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundaries
2017-05-10

this 10 chapter volume encompasses contributions from a wide spectrum of earth science disciplines including geophysics geodynamics geochemistry and petrology to provide an overview of the nature
and evolution of the crust mantle and lithosphere asthenosphere boundaries in different tectonic settings combining studies that exploit different types of data and interpretative approaches the
integration of geochemical geophysical and geodynamic data sets and their interpretation provides a state of the art summary of current understanding and will serve as a blueprint for future research
activities

Research, Boundaries, and Policy in Networked Learning
2016-08-18

this book presents cutting edge peer reviewed research on networked learning organized by three themes policy in networked learning researching networked learning and boundaries in networked



learning the policy in networked learning section explores networked learning in relation to policy networks spaces of algorithmic governance and more the boundaries in networked learning section
investigates frameworks of students digital literacy practices among other important frameworks in digital learning lastly the research in networked learning section delves into new research methods in
the field

Scientific Knowledge and the Transgression of Boundaries
2016-11-30

the aim of this book is to understand and critically appraise science based transgression dynamics in their whole complexity it includes contributions from experts with different disciplinary backgrounds
such as philosophy history and sociology thus it is in itself an example of boundary transgression scientific disciplines and their objects have tended to be seen as permanent and distinct however science
is better conceived as an activity that constantly surpasses erases and rebuilds all kinds of boundaries either disciplinary socio ethical or ecological this transgressive capacity a characteristic trait of
science and its applications defines us as knowledge societies however scientific and technological developments are also sources of serious environmental and social concerns

The Boundaries in Financial and Non-Financial Reporting
2018-03-16

although the need to expand the boundaries of financial reporting has been discussed since the mid 1990s little consideration has been given to the evolution and discourses of integrated reporting of
non financial aspects yet by investigating how and why an organisation defines and its reporting boundaries it is possible to understand what is truly valued or not in its business model this innovative
book reviews the guidelines and frameworks from the major relevant international organisations including the international accounting standards board global reporting initiative sustainability accounting
standards board international integrated reporting council carbon disclosure standards board and the world intellectual capital initiative and analyses their development and impact on the boundaries of
financial and non financial reporting illustrated with case studies and interviews with representatives of these organisations this concise volume makes a significant contribution to the future of reporting
theory and practice it will be of great interest to advanced students researchers practitioners and policy makers

Research Handbook on Law, Governance and Planetary Boundaries
2021-04-30

this comprehensive research handbook is the first study to link law and earth system science through the epistemic lens of the planetary boundaries framework it critically examines the legal and
governance aspects of the framework considering not only each planetary boundary but also a range of systemic issues including the ability of law to keep us within the planetary boundaries safe
operating space

Breaking Boundaries
2019-12-01

breaking boundaries analyzes efforts made by communities and policy makers around the world to push beyond conventional approaches to environmental decision making to enhance public acceptance
sustainability and the impact of those decisions in local contexts the current political climate has generated uncertainty among citizens industry interests scientists and other stakeholders but by applying
concepts from various perspectives of environmental communication and deliberative democracy this book offers a series of lessons learned for both public officials and concerned citizens the
contributors offer a broader understanding of how individuals and groups can get involved effectively in environmental decisions through traditional formats as well as alternative approaches ranging
from leadership capacity building to social media activity to civic technology



The Transgression of the Planetary Nitrogen Boundary. What is Germany's Internal and External Contribution?
2020-02-19

bachelor thesis from the year 2016 in the subject geography earth science cartography geographic information science and geodesy grade 1 7 humboldt university of berlin potsdam institut für
klimafolgenforschung language english abstract this work tries to answer the question of germany s contribution to agricultural sources through the total consumption of products and services an
environmentally extended multi regional input output mrio analysis is applied to track and account direct and indirect n fertilizer use through international supply chains in 2007 from the resulting 31 kg n
cap consumption based n fertilizer use 60 are embodied in imports and 40 used internally comparing consumption based and production based val ues shows that germany is a net importing country of
embodied n fertilizer use with 9 kg n cap the total amount of n fertilizer used for domestic production imports and exports is 41 kg n cap due to low long term storage of nr in the agricultural system nr
sources cor respond approximately to nr losses rockström et al 2009 bodirsky et al 2014 that can cause multiple but not linearly dependent environmental impacts galloway et al 2003 bodirsky et al 2014
complexities from the nitrogen cascade galloway et al 2008 and social economic dynamics puts also locally manifested n boundary processes on a global scale häyhä et al 2014 7 challenging
consumption based national bottom up boundaries in view of external n flows a footprint boundary perspective that compares current na tional consumption based shoe sizes per capita with an equal per
capita share of the pb n could provide a relevant estimation of the needed reductions to return to the safe operating space for germany a transgression of 270 310 of which approximately two thirds is ex
ternal and one third internal nr from human intended fixation processes is found it can be concluded that german consumption drives substantial local nitrogen pollution in other countries and mitigation
especially through sufficiency approaches is necessary to return to the safe operating space

Negotiating the Boundaries of Belonging
2017-09-27

nils witte explores turkish migrants destigmatization strategies and investigates their legal and symbolic motives for naturalisation using mixed methods and unique data the author shows that turkish
migrants inclination to naturalise would be stronger if they were allowed to retain their former citizenship and if they were recognized as symbolic members of german society minority members enjoy
expansive rights as permanent residents and many are entitled to hold german citizenship however they often experience symbolic exclusion making symbolic membership a rare motive for
naturalisation

Managing Knowledge Integration Across Boundaries
2017

knowledge integration the purposeful combination of specialized and complementary knowledge to achieve specific tasks is becoming increasingly important for organizations facing rapidly changing
institutional environments globalized markets and fast paced technological developments the need for knowledge integration is driven by knowledge specialization and its geographic and organizational
distribution in the global economy the increasing complexity and relevance of the knowledge integration problem is apparent in emerging new fields of research such as open innovation or the merging of
existing ones e g organizational learning and strategy in global competition the successful management of knowledge integration underpins firms ability to innovate generate profit grow and ultimately
survive this book provides conceptual contributions as well as empirical studies that examine knowledge integration essentially as a boundary problem knowledge integration becomes a problem when
boundaries between knowledge fields and the institutions that preside over those fields are not clear or become fluid and contestable this fluidity and the competitive pressures this fluidity generates are
persistent and permanent features of the world we live in this book put forward a consistent set of ideas methods and tools useful to interpret analyze and act upon the processes of knowledge
integration across boundaries

Cross-Border Marriages
2023-03-21

marriages that involve the migration of at least one of the spouses challenge two intersecting facets of the politics of belonging the making of the good and legitimate citizens and the acceptable family in



europe cross border marriages have been the target of increasing state controls an issue of public concern and the object of scholarly research the study of cross border marriages and the ways these
marriages are framed is inevitably affected by states concerns and priorities there is a need for a reflexive assessment of how the categories employed by state institutions and agents have impacted the
study of cross border marriages this collection of essays analyses what is at stake in the regulation of cross border marriages and how european states use particular categories e g sham forced and
mixed marriages to differentiate between acceptable and non acceptable marriages when researchers use these categories unreflexively they risk reproducing nation centred epistemologies and
reinforcing state informed hierarchies and forms of exclusion the chapters in this book offer new insights into a timely topic and suggest ways to avoid these pitfalls differentiating between categories of
analysis and categories of practice adopting methodologies that do not mirror nation states logic and engaging with general social theory outside migration studies this book will be of interest to
researchers and academics of sociology politics international relations social and cultural anthropology human geography social work and public policy barring one all the chapters in this book were
originally published as a special issue in the journal of ethnic and migration studies

Pushing Boundaries in Postgraduate Supervision
2014-04-01

this book is a very important contribution to theÿgrowing body of work on postgraduate ÿand specificallyÿdoctoral education i find the metaphor ofÿpushing boundaries to be very appropriate as
itÿsuggests a field of study and a range of behavioursÿand institutional organisational approaches toÿpostgraduate education that are dynamic andÿcharacterised by fluidity creativity and challengeÿ
readers will gain new theoretical perspectives ÿideas for improved practice and fresh perspectivesÿon boundaries and pressing issues that deserve toÿbe pushed and conceptualised in new ways
ÿprofessor ann austin higher adult and lifelong educationÿmichigan state university

Indonesia’s Delimited Maritime Boundaries
2014-05-06

this book examines the delimited maritime boundaries of indonesia with its neighbours it features carefully drawn maps based on the geographical coordinates of the defined maritime boundaries the
reproduction of a complete set of the primary documents with direct relation to the boundaries and a comprehensive narrative on the geography and the historical development of the archipelagic state
indonesia has an immense maritime domain that encompasses much of the sea between australia and the asian mainland in addition indonesia is itself made up largely of water in excess of 17 000
islands indonesia s archipelagic and territorial waters together form about three fifths of the country s sovereign territory this book offers readers clear accessible information on the maritime boundaries
of the world s largest archipelagic state

Fundamental Rights in International and European Law
2015-11-04

in this book various perspectives on fundamental rights in the fields of public and private international law are innovatively covered published on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the t m c asser
instituut in the hague the collection reflects the breadth and scope of the institute s research activities in the fields of public international law eu law private international law and international and
european sports law it does so by shedding more light on topical issues such as drone warfare the fight against terrorism the international trade environment nexus and forced arbitration that can be
related to the theme of fundamental rights which runs through all these four areas of research points of divergence and areas of common ground are uncovered in contributions from both staff members
and distinguished external authors having long standing academic relations with the institute the editors of this book are all staff members of the t m c asser instituut each of them representing one of
the areas of research the institute covers

6 Years UPSC IAS-IPS MAINS General Studies Paper 1 Year-wise Solved Papers (2013-2018)
2019-07-19



the concept of boundaries has become a central theme in the study of journalism in recent years the decline of legacy news organizations and the rise of new interactive media tools have thrust such
questions as what is journalism and who is a journalist into the limelight struggles over journalism are often struggles over boundaries these symbolic contests for control over definition also mark a
material struggle over resources in short boundaries have consequences yet there is a lack of conceptual cohesiveness in what scholars mean by the term boundaries or in how we should think about
specific boundaries of journalism this book addresses boundaries head on by bringing together a global array of authors asking similar questions about boundaries and journalism from a diverse range of
perspectives methodologies and theoretical backgrounds boundaries of journalism assembles the most current research on this topic in one place thus providing a touchstone for future research within
communication media and journalism studies on journalism and its boundaries

Boundaries of Journalism
2015-03-05

the beginning of the new millennium has been particularly devastating in terms of natural disasters associated with tectonic plate boundaries such as earthquakes in sumatra chile japan tahiti and nepal
the indian ocean and the pacific ocean tsunamis and volcanoes in indonesia chile iceland that have produced large quantities of ash causing major disruption to aviation in total half a million people were
killed by such natural disasters these recurring events have increased our awareness of the destructive power of natural hazards and the major risks associated with them while we have come a long way
in the search for understanding such natural phenomena and although our knowledge of earth dynamics and plate tectonics has improved enormously there are still fundamental uncertainties in our
understanding of natural hazards increased understanding is crucial to improve our capacity for hazard prediction and mitigation volume highlights include main concepts associated with tectonic plate
boundaries novel studies on boundary related natural hazards fundamental concepts that improve hazard prediction and mitigation plate boundaries and natural hazards will be a valuable resource for
scientists and students in the fields of geophysics geochemistry plate tectonics natural hazards and climate science read an interview with the editors to find out more eos org editors vox plate
boundaries and natural hazards

Plate Boundaries and Natural Hazards
2016-07-13

this book focuses on the bridges that connect the dynamic relations between consumer actions the marketplace and cultural meanings answering the challenge to do more than merely cross the
boundaries between these fields the authors in this volume also undertake the far harder work of bridging them consequently this book is a rich and topical array of research projects which engage in a
variety of theoretical and empirical boundary crossings the authors diverse methodologies span archival research visual content analysis ethnography and phenomenological interviewing their research
contexts are distinctly globally diverse as reflected in the topics of their studies aid in contemporary syrian refugee camps in germany early twentieth century swedish advertisements for kitchens family
formation in twenty first century sri lanka brazilian book de collectors and the signification of magazine covers in india overall the book makes for compelling reading across and beyond conventional
boundaries associated with the study of consumption markets and culture this book was originally published as a peer reviewed special issue of consumption markets culture

Bridging Boundaries in Consumption, Markets and Culture
2020-06-29

this book is the first book that provides comprehensive economic analysis of cross border outsourcing by japanese manufacturing firms based on microdata previous literature on many other countries
has often been constrained by limited data availability about outsourcing but research contained in this book exploits unique firm level data and directly tests theoretical hypotheses derived from new
firm heterogeneity trade models productivity capital labor ratio and r d intensity are examined at the firm level while rich empirical results in this book convince us how powerful the orthodox economic
theory is in understanding japanese firms detailed firm level findings combined with accessible and concise overviews of japanese international trade are widely informative for international economists
experts of japanese society business strategists for offshoring and policy makers in both developed and developing economies this book further discusses how boundaries of japanese firms traditionally
sheltered by language and cultural barriers are affected by outsourcing decisions simultaneously crossing national borders and firm boundaries the interpretations of japanese characteristics in
outsourcing have deep implications for understanding drastically changing japanese business amid globalization



Cross-Border Outsourcing and Boundaries of Japanese Firms
2018-06-26

this book promotes new theoretical frameworks and research questions that seek to advance knowledge of policing across internal and external organisational boundaries specifically at the structural
level of analysis it addresses police theory policy and practice and also provides new directions for future research on intra and inter organisational policing analysing boundaries is of increasing global
importance for policing policy and practice boundaries reflect the division of labour inherent to complex organisations and their specialist units in order to operate effectively however these boundaries
must be crossed and strong and reliable linkages must be built intra organisationally it is vital to understand how specialist units form and function and interact with other units inter organisationally it is
fundamental to recognise the place of boundaries in contexts such as international police cooperation chapters 3 and 4 of this book are freely available as downloadable open access pdfs at taylorfrancis
com under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

Policing Across Organisational Boundaries
2020-06-04

the book demonstrates how resilient health care principles can enable those on the frontline to work more effectively towards interdisciplinary care by gaining a deeper understanding of the boundaries
that exist in everyday clinical settings this is done by presenting a set of case studies theoretical chapters and applications that relate experiences bring forth ideas and illustrate practical solutions the
chapters address many different issues such as resolving conflict overcoming barriers to patient flow management and building connections through negotiation they represent a range of approaches
rather than a single way of solving the practical problems and have been written to serve both a scientific and an andragogical purpose working across boundaries is primarily aimed at people who are
directly involved in the running and improvement of health care systems providing them with practical guidance it will also be of direct interest to health care professionals in clinical and managerial
positions as well as researchers presents the latest work of the lauded resilient health care net group developing applications of resilience engineering to health care furthering safety thinking and
generating applicable solutions that will benefit patient safety worldwide enables health care professionals to become aware of the boundaries that affect their work so that they are able to use their
strengths and overcome their weaknesses written from a safety ii perspective where the purpose is to make sure that as much as possible goes well and the focus therefore is on everyday work rather
than on failures there are at present no other books that adopt this perspective nor which go into the practical details provides a concise presentation of the state of resilient health care as a science in
terms of major theoretical issues and practical methods and techniques on the overarching and important topics of boundary crossing and integration of care settings

Working Across Boundaries
2019-06-03

consuming over 40 of total primary energy the built environment is in the centre of worldwide strategies and measures towards a more sustainable future to provide resilient solutions a simple
optimisation of individual technologies will not be sufficient in contrast whole system thinking reveals and exploits connections between parts each system interacts with others on different scales
materials components buildings cities and domains ecology economy and social whole system designers optimize the performance of such systems by understanding interconnections and identifying
synergies the more complete the design integration the better the result in this book the reader will find the proceedings of the 2016 sustainable built environment sbe regional conference in zurich
papers have been written by academics and practitioners from all continents to bring forth the latest understanding on systems thinking in the built environment

ICICKM 2018 15th International Conference on Intellectual Capital Knowledge Management & Organisational Learning
2018-11-29

the classical concept of organizations as solitary walled in actors with clear operational boundaries is increasingly being challenged this volume examines why examines the impact of these changes on
organizations and offers conceptual and empirical insights



Expanding Boundaries: Systems Thinking in the Built Environment
2016-08-15

grounded in key sociological theory on the concepts of boundaries power and control this text addresses the question of whether the university is thriving or merely surviving using a sociological lens to
consider how institutions must engage in boundary transactions in order to maintain their unique position and identity this book explores how these transactions also have the potential to undermine
academic boundaries including a detailed analysis of the activities organisation and outputs of academic research in the context of science technology engineering mathematics and medicine stemm
departments of uk universities the arguments presented have implications for universities and their stakeholders not only in the united kingdom but wherever universities face challenges of purpose and
identity particularly where these are shaped by neoliberal modes of governance and management insights into how universities must balance the ideas of themselves as teaching institutions research
institutions and their broader societal importance and impact make this important reading for higher education scholars and postgraduate students sociological theorists and all those interested in the
future of the university

Toward Permeable Boundaries of Organizations?
2018-10-17

contributions to this collection seek to determine the extent to which states and boundaries have in fact disappeared or are simply changing their functions as we move from an era of fixed territories into
a post westphalian territorial system a group of international political geographers and political scientists examine the changing nature of the state pointing to significant changes on the one hand but
equally noting the continued importance of territory and boundaries in determining the political ordering of the post modern world

The University and its Boundaries
2021-01-26

exploring environmental changes through earth s geological history using chemostratigraphy chemostratigraphy is the study of the chemical characteristics of different rock layers decoding this
geochemical record across chronostratigraphic boundaries can provide insights into geological history past climates and sedimentary processes chemostratigraphy across major chronological boundaries
presents state of the art applications of chemostratigraphic methods and demonstrates how chemical signatures can decipher past environmental conditions volume highlights include presents a global
perspective on chronostratigraphic boundaries describes how different proxies can reveal distinct elemental and isotopic events in the geologic past examines the archaean paleoproterozoic proterozoic
paleozoic paleozoic mesozoic and mesozoic paleogene boundaries explores cause and effect through major trace pge and ree elemental stable and radiogenic isotopes offers solutions to persistent
chemostratigraphic problems on a micro global scale geared toward academic and researchgeoscientists particularly in the fields of sedimentary petrology stratigraphy isotope geology geochemistry
petroleum geology atmospheric science oceanography climate change and environmental science chemostratigraphy across major chronological boundaries offers invaluable insights into environmental
evolution and climatic change

Boundaries, Territory and Postmodernity
2013-11-05

life beyond the boundaries explores identity formation on the edges of the ancient southwest focusing on some of the more poorly understood regions including the jornada mogollon the gallina and the
pimería alta the authors use methods drawn from material culture science anthropology and history to investigate themes related to the construction of social identity along the perimeters of the
american southwest through an archaeological lens the volume examines the social experiences of people who lived in edge regions through mobility and the development of extensive social networks
people living in these areas were introduced to the ideas and practices of other cultural groups as their spatial distances from core areas increased the degree to which they participated in the economic
social political and ritual practices of ancestral core areas increasingly varied as a result the social identities of people living in edge zones were often though not always fluid and situational drawing on
an increase of available information and bringing new attention to understudied areas the book will be of interest to scholars of southwestern archaeology and other researchers interested in the



archaeology of low populated and decentralized regions and identity formation life beyond the boundaries considers the various roles that edge regions played in local and regional trajectories of the
prehistoric and protohistoric southwest and how place influenced the development of social identity contributors lewis borck dale s brenneman jeffery j clark severin fowles patricia a gilman lauren e
jelinek myles r miller barbara j mills matthew a peeples kellam throgmorton james t watson

Chemostratigraphy Across Major Chronological Boundaries
2018-11-13

the iutam symposium on flow in collapsible tubes and past other highly compliant boundaries was held on 26 30 march 2001 at the university of warwick as this was the first scientific meeting of its kind
we considered it important to mark the occasion by producing a book accordingly at the end of the symposium the scientific committee met to discuss the most appropriate format for the book we wished
to avoid the format of the conventional conference book consisting of a large number of short articles of varying quality it was agreed that instead we should produce a limited number of rigorously
refereed and edited articles by selected participants who would aim to sum up the state of the art in their particular research area the outcome is the present book peter w ca rpenter warwick timothy j
pedley cambridge may 2002 vb scientific committee co chair p w carpenter engineering warwiek uk co chair tj pedley damtp cambridge uk v v babenko hydromechanics kiev ukraine r bannasch bionik
evolutionstechnik tu berlin germany c d bertram biomedical engineering new south wales australia m gad el hak aerospace mechanical engineering notre dame usa j b grotberg biomedical engineering
michigan usa r d kamm mechanical engineering mit usa y matsuzaki aerospace engineering n agoya japan p k sen applied mechanics iit delhi india l van wijngaarden twente netherlands k s yeo
mechanical engineering nu singapore

Vibrations and Impedances of Rectangular Plates with Free Boundaries
2013-03-07

this book includes the refereed selected papers of the 20th international conference on computer aided architectural design interconnections co computing beyond boundaries caad futures 2023 held in
delft the netherlands in july 5 7 2023 the 43 full papers included in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 144 submissions they were organized in topical sections as follows algorithmic
architectural design ai powered architectural ideation performance based design urban models and analysis urban design digital design materials and fabrication spatial information data and semantics
building data analysis visualisation interaction and building massing and layouts

Life beyond the Boundaries
2018-04-02

an emerging issue in higher education studies is that of boundaries crossing this is the main topic of the book the transformation of university institutional and organizational boundaries several signals of
shifting boundaries can be envisaged in higher education and research institutions which could be glimpsed through organizations the institutions and changes to the academic profession that of
boundaries crossing in higher education is a complex and heterogeneous issue which characterizes scientific knowledge today and represents a key issue when looking at university transformations
across contexts and policies instruments and practices the analysis of boundaries supplies interpretative frameworks for the interactions between the development of professions and disciplines as well
as the relationships of the science with various parts of society such as state professionals and the market fuelling further the discussion on heis transformations allows capturing changes in the function
objectives and scope of higher education and research institutions the move beyond sectoral and disciplinary boundaries and the increasingly blurred boundaries of academic professions and of scientific
work public policies and he reforms can push or impede the mentioned transformations but they can also derive from individual likelihood of moving in blurring spaces or from the transformations of the
epistemic communities and the emergence of new fields and sectors hence changes are there open to our observations

Flow Past Highly Compliant Boundaries and in Collapsible Tubes
2013-11-11



this book focuses on the multifarious aspects of fuzzy boundaries in the field of discourse studies a field that is marked by complex boundary work and a great degree of fuzziness regarding theoretical
frameworks methodologies and the use of linguistic categories discourse studies is characterised by a variety of theoretical frameworks and disciplinary fields research methodologies and lexico
grammatical categories the contributions in this book explore some of the nuances and implications of the fuzzy boundaries in these areas resulting in a wide reaching volume which will be of interest to
students and scholars of discourse studies in fields including sociology linguistics international relations philosophy literary criticism and anthropology

Computer-Aided Architectural Design. INTERCONNECTIONS: Co-computing Beyond Boundaries
2023-07-04

this volume outlines emerging issues for research and practice related to agile coping dynamics in the digital era chapters in this book report on current research on the key constructs and processes
underlying coping dynamics in multi disciplinary domains and across the life span chapters compare current research trends in terms of future potential directions for research on coping dynamics in the
digital era the book also critically evaluates the relevance applicability and utility of the research findings and theoretical premises in various classical current and potential emerging issues for research
and practice in the smart digital technological world of work for employee across their careers among the topics discussed the digital era contextual issues and coping issues for organizational practice
issues for individuals coping within the employability context agile coping in the digital era provides theoretical premises and research perspectives while also evaluating the practical utility of theory and
research ideas for management and employee practices in industry 4 0 organizational contexts

The Transformation of University Institutional and Organizational Boundaries
2015-11-02

nationalism and ethnicity have become across time and space a force in the construction of boundaries this book analyses geographical and physical borders and symbolic political and socio economic
boundaries and how they impact upon nationalism and ethnic identity geographic and other tangible borders are critical components in the making and unmaking of boundaries however symbolic or
intangible boundaries along national ethnic political or socio economic criteria are equally significant organised into three sections on theory national and transnational case studies this book both
introduces existing approaches to the study of boundaries and illustrates how it is possible to apply renewed boundary approaches to better understand nationalism and ethnicity in contemporary
contexts expert contributors in the field present detailed case studies on the uk israel estonia latvia ukraine and kazakhstan and draw upon further examples from more than a dozen countries to provide
a critical evaluation of the use of borders boundaries and boundary making in the study of nationalism and ethnicity this book will be of interest to students and scholars of international politics
nationalism racial and ethnic politics ethnic identity and sociology

Fuzzy Boundaries in Discourse Studies
2019-12-16

the encyclopedia of global environmental governance and politics surveys the broad range of environmental and sustainability challenges in the emerging anthropocene and scrutinizes available
concepts methodological tools theories and approaches as well as overlaps with adjunct fields of study this comprehensive reference work written by some of the most eminent academics in the field
contains 68 entries on numerous aspects across 7 thematic areas including concepts and definitions theories and methods actors institutions issue areas cross cutting questions and overlaps with non
environmental fields with this broad approach the volume seeks to provide a pluralistic knowledge base of the research and practice of global environmental governance and politics in times of increased
complexity and contestation providing its readers with a unique point of reference as well as stimulus for further research this encyclopedia is an indispensable tool for anyone interested in the politics of
the environment particularly students teachers and researchers

Agile Coping in the Digital Workplace
2021-05-17



this book investigates how sustainability informs key principles and concepts of domestic and international law it calls for the recognition of ecological sustainability as a fundamental principle to guide
the entire legal system rather than just environmental legislation to this end the book makes a contribution to global environmental constitutionalism a rapidly growing area within comparative and
international environmental law and constitutional law this 2nd edition has been fully revised and updated to take account of recent developments and new case law the book will be a valuable resource
for students researchers and policy makers working in the areas of environmental law and governance

Nationalism, Ethnicity and Boundaries
2014-11-13

Encyclopedia of Global Environmental Governance and Politics
2015-11-27

The Principle of Sustainability
2016-12-08
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